(The boundary behavior of these functions is discussed in Chapter XVII of [3] .) The class of all bounded holomorphic functions in U N is denoted by H«(U N ). The zero-set of a function ƒ defined in U N is the set of all z£ U N at which ƒ(*)=().
It is well known that the zero-set of every ƒ ^H P (U), for any p, is also the zero-set of some g^H°°(U). These zero-sets, in one variable, are completely characterized by the Blaschke condition XX1 -| ce;| ) < oo. We conclude with brief outlines of the proofs. PROOF OF THEOREM A. Fix a number R> 1. Let {otk} be a sequence of complex numbers, |a*| =1, such that every point of some infinite set E occurs infinitely many times in {a&}. Let {nj c } be a rapidly increasing sequence of positive integers. Define
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Note that 12+5^1 ^2 on the closure of U 2 and that equality occurs only on a circle in the distinguished boundary IT 2 , i.e., on a set of measure 0. Hence {rtk} can be chosen inductively so that the integrals Jr 2 |/w| p are bounded, as m->oo, for each p< oo (the bound will depend on p), where f m denotes the product of the first m factors. The product will also converge uniformly on compact subsets of U 2 . Thus fÇzH p (U 2 ) and ƒ does not vanish identically. Suppose geH°°(C/ 2 ) and g = 0 whenever h = 0. For PEE and XG U put g#(X) = g(X, jSX). If ajb = |8, then g$ vanishes at every nuth root of \/R. This happens for infinitely many k, and since goGi?°°(kO one deduces from Jensen's formula that g/s(X)=0 for all X£i7. In other words, the zero-set of g contains every disc £>£= {(X,0\):XG U} (peE).
All these discs intersect at (0, 0). This forces g to be identically 0. PROOF OF THEOREM B. Let P n be the space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n> in 3 variables. If n is large enough, there exists ƒ ÇzP n with ||/||i<€, ||/|| 2 > Af. A dimensionality argument shows that the irreducible members of P" form a dense (in fact, open) subset of P n . Hence we can adjust ƒ so that it is irreducible. If now ƒ=gh, g = lL,gky h ~ ]C^fc> where g k and hk are homogeneous polynomials of degree &, then ƒ is the product of the lowest non vanishing components of g and h, say f=gjh n -.j. But ƒ is irreducible. Hence j = 0 or j = n. Finally, ||g||2së||gi||a, since the various g^s are orthogonal to each other; likewise, ||&||2è||ft»-/||2.
PROOF OF THEOREM C. There are homogeneous irreducible polynomials fk(zu %2, 23) with ||/*||i<2"~*, ||/*||*>fc. Let Nh be the degree of f kt let Ck be the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of ƒ*, let {pj} be an increasing sequence of distinct primes such that Pu > (AW**, and define 00 F(s) = 2 ƒ*(#»> pZk+1, pM+2).
Our choice of {pj} assures the absolute convergence of the Dirichlet series of F(s), if Re s>0. With the aid of Theorem B it follows easily that this F has the properties stated in Theorem C. In fact, one can even show that F is not the product of any finite number of Dirichlet series of class H 2 .
